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Abstract - In Today’s world it is easy to recognize the emotion of a person by just looking at his/her facial expressions. For a
sales person it is important to know whether his customers is convinced to buy a product or not, the factors through which he
can identify this is by observing the behaviour and emotions. For e-commerce such as Amazon and Flipkart it becomes
difficult to identify the emotional state of a person. The interaction and communication between human beings and computers
will be more natural if computers are able to understand and respond to the emotions of an individual [1]. This paper provides
us a way through which the e-commerce business can plan strategies, recommend relevant products and keep a track of
customer’s habit using facial emotions.
Keywords - FER – Facial emotion recognition, SCQ Framework, Factor Mapping, AI, Video file ingestion, Restful service.
I.

INTRODUCTION

Facial expressions play an important role in recognition of emotions and are used in the process of non-verbal communication,
as well as to identify people and their emotions, gender and Age. They are very important in daily emotional communication,
just next to the tone of voice [4].
Facial emotion recognition (FER) is an important subject in the field of computer and AI (artificial intelligence) gaining its
popularity over the period of time [7]. Traditional systems are in place and also detects a person’s emotion through an image
but lacks to detect the real time emotions of a person. An ecommerce business cannot rely on such static data, for better
recommendation of the product live data is much needed rather than a static one.
The emotional state of a person is key consideration for the e-commerce business. Some of the e-commerce business also
offers a subscription-based strategy on their products e.g. Amazon provides prime subscriptions for Amazon Prime
entertainment application, to increase their customer reach. Here face detection comes into the picture, through integration of
our functionality, the business will be able to get the insights of the number of different people and their details, sharing a
single subscription. Also, by detecting the emotional state of a person the application can provide better recommendations,
based on age and gender as well. Though the integration of our functionality clients can know whether their customers are
happy, sad, angry or disgust with their recommendations or not and can suggest accordingly.
Figure 1.1 shows the various emotional state of an individual such as neutral, joy, surprise, anger, sadness, fear and disgust.

Figure 1.1: Emotional State of an individual [4],[8]
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METHODOLOGY

“Defining the problem correctly is half problem solved”.[2] This approach is followed in framing questions and to
define hypothesis properly using first principles thinking [2].
b)
Barbara principle is used to develop hypothesis to solve the problem in a more realistic way. Barabara Minto’s Pyramid
principle is a tree structured thinking and communication technique i.e. from ‘Root’ to ‘Branches’[2],[3].The core of
Minto’s thinking method is to group little Ideas to the presenter thought process into small clusters that support the main
idea in increasing the granularity[2],[3].
c)
The SCQ framework helped us to move through a path with insights to practical outcomes. The SCQ framework
divides the problem statement as follows:
Situation- Currently where are we? : This helps in relevance establishment. It tells us what exactly we want to do.
Complication: It tells us: What is the obstacle that is preventing us from doing it?
Questions: What we need to do to remove that obstacle?
The SCQ framework helped us to define the hypothesis which helped in model building that was used in predicting the
emotional state. [2]
a)

In our research the three components of SCQ are defined as follows

Figure 2.1: The SCQ Framework
III.

FACTOR MAPPING

Factor mapping is a technique that we used to identify the various factors that can affect the e-customers emotional state
towards purchasing a product, whether he will purchase that product or not. At first, we listed out all the possible factors and
then grouped them in 2 major clusters that are Factors affecting the product sales and Factors affecting customer reach.
The Factors affecting the product sales are:
1. Emotional state
2. Age
3. Gender
The Factors affecting the customer reach are:
1. No of customer/subscription
2. No of device logged in/subscription
We carried out deep analysis on each of the factors. Emotional state of the e-customer is an important factor that affects the
purchase. Emotional state of a person depends upon the situation, thoughts and also the product he/she is looking at.
The age group and Gender factor is the supporting factor for the emotional state of an individual. It helps the e-commerce
business to make accurate recommendations.
IV.
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Figure 4.1: Architecture
Architecture components:
1. SQL Database
2. Input Source (Mobile, CCTV, Laptop)
3. File Reader and Video pre processor
4. Video file ingestion
5. Analysis engine
6. Restful service
7. Client Application
Our model takes input data from the 2 main sources, one is the historical data which is stored in a database and another one is
from an input device such as mobile devices, laptop and CCTV. A file reader is used to read the images from the historical
data. The data obtained from these input sources is fed to a video pre-processor. Video pre-processor divides the videos in a
frame and then filters it by removing duplicate frames, it also compresses the video without degrading the quality. Then this
partial processed data is fed to an analysis engine through a video file ingestion. Analysis engine uses classifier, attribute
manager and index writer to classify the data, extracts attributes from a cluster and classifies it in subclasses based on similar
attributes.
“A classifier can be defined as a hypothesis or discrete-valued function, which is used to assign class labels to a set of data
based on a particular data point” [5].
Now that we have data for each facial attribute, we migrate it to clients application database, using restful service client’s
application then can use this classified data, having all the data about e-customer, their emotional state, age and gender, to give
recommendation and take business decisions.
V.

MODEL DEVELOPMENT

Traditionally for detecting the emotions of a person, many data analysis techniques were used. But the changing technical
world couldn’t rely on this technique due to lack of real time data about e-customers. Every model must be capable enough to
adapt and change with the changing world of technology.
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Figure 5.1: Model Development
Our model consists of a clustering algorithm which will help to find out the customers purchasing patterns and then fed this
data to an artificial neural network which trains itself and will be robust enough to detect the purchasing pattern. Our model
required 2 data set out of which one was the historical data which was used to train our model and other set of data to test the
accuracy of the model.
A dataset or Item set from historical data was selected for mining. After mining different patterns were classified on the basis
of emotion, age and gender so that we have updated pattern every time. The identified pattern was then fed to a matching
algorithm, whose main task is to match the fed pattern with the real time data. The algorithm also detects the new patterns and
differences.
Once pattern is recognized against the existing pattern it is then labelled using a combination of three attributes Emotion, Age
and Gender. E.g. Emotion: Happy, Age: 23, Gender: Female. If the person is known Name attribute is also labelled E.g. Name:
Clark Kent. This pattern then will be given as an input to a neural network, so that it will analyse and increase the accuracy. If
the pattern is not predicted i.e. new pattern is detected, it is fed to a training loop, training loop validates the prediction against
the actual and learn the new pattern. This new pattern is then added to the frequently mined dataset. Again, the same above
procedure is followed for the new pattern and even then, if the pattern is not predicted then it is marked as unknown and fed to
a neural network. The neural network will then can classify the pattern more accurately by adjusting the weights and will make
the system more robust.
VI.

RESULTS AND INSIGHTS

Figure 6.1: Results and Insights [6]
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CONCLUSION

Live face detection data is a crucial information for e-commerce business, a system to provide this data with the emotional
state, age and gender specification of a person is required. Our aim is to get accurate detection of emotional state of the ecustomers so that the business can recommend accurate product as per the emotional state, age and gender, which will
contribute in increasing the sales of business. The additional benefit that the business will get from this system is, they can
manage their subscription plans and limit of users/subscription.
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Abstract - Data Mining is a way to extract information from large amount of data. It brings out one conclusion by applying its
efficient techniques. In today’s world, it has helped many of the domains and growing its root by enhancing in its own way. In
various data repositories, large medical datasets are available which are used in real world applications. Information is been
generated by using various Data Mining techniques. Classification technique separates the information so as to generate useful
content from it. It also helps in medical field to detect diseases such as diabetes which has affected various people from
different countries. Insulin is main concept while taking into consideration the term ‘Diabetes’. Insulin acts as glucose for
energy. It is a Gateway to body cells and controls glucose level in our body. Diabetes is a disease in which level of glucose in
blood increases. To make it easy and recover from most early stages, prediction is necessary. It is been done with the help of
data mining. This study is significant of predicting diabetes and helping medical industry to grow.
Keywords – Health, Decision Tree, Diabetes, Prediction
I.

INTRODUCTION

In recent times, the number of people suffering from diabetes is increasing day by day. It is a disease in which body does not
produce insulin or use it properly. This increase the risks of developing, kidney disease, blindness, nerve damage, blood vessel
damage and contribute to heart disease [1]. Diabetes is continuing to advance throughout the world and is around for thousands
of years. Millions of people in the world have diabetes, and almost half of those people don’t know that they have it. It is also
most important to know which type of diabetes a particular person has so as to take medications accordingly.
Type 1 diabetes known as juvenile diabetes which occurs by when immunity system of our body damage cells releasing
insulin [4], it removes insulin production from body. Here, patients produce almost no insulin or very little of it. The disease
usually develops in children or young adults. So, patient takes insulin injections everyday in order to control level of glucose.
Type 2 diabetes known as insulin independent diabetes. Overall, 90% of all people suffering diabetes come under this type. It
begins with insulin resistance, a condition in which muscle, liver, and fat cells do not use insulin well. So, your body needs
more insulin to help glucose enter cells. Type 2 may remain undetected for many years and may be diagnosed when some
complications appears or a urine glucose test or blood test is been done. It is not always, associated with obesity or overweight,
which itself can cause insulin resistance and lead to high blood glucose levels. Here, diabetes can be controlled with regular
exercise and healthy diet plans
Gestational diabetes is a type of diabetes consisting of high blood glucose level during pregnancy. It may lead to
complications for mother and baby. Women having diabetes and their children are at an increased risk of developing type 2
diabetes later in life even though it may disappear after pregnancy[8]. Approximately half of women with a history of
Gestational diabetes later may develop type 2 diabetes within five to ten years after delivery. Nowadays, large amount of
information is collected from hospitals. Knowledge discovery is done through data mining. Decision tree helps in predicting
early diagnosis of this disease. Detection of diabetes in pregnant women at an early stage helps in further complications. This
paper mainly focuses on diabetes recorded in pregnant women. Here, Decision tree algorithm is been used to predict whether
patient has diabetes or not.
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LITERATURE REVIEW

Data mining is one type of research to find out relationship among the huge amount of information which is been stored in data
warehouses. It is one type of investigation. Different data mining techniques has Numerous work that has been done related to
lifestyle disease diagnosis. The algorithms, methods, dataset used by various authors and concluded results along with future
work is carried out in finding out efficient methods of medical diagnosis. It is a technique of previously valid, useful, unknown
patterns in huge databases. It is usually used by business intelligence organizations and is increasingly used in the sciences to
extract information. It is been extracted from the enormous data sets generated by modern experimental and observational
methods. Data ware house has large structure of data. It has more relevant information stored. It reaches to us by applying
various types of techniques. Some of them include classification, clustering, regression. Clustering tells the similarities and
differences in data. Regression identifies the relationship among datasets. Classification brings out useful information and
helps to classify data. Decision Tree is mostly popular because of its methodology. It solves the problem by using tree
representation[7]. The deeper the tree, more complex the decision rules and the fitter is the model. It breaks down data set into
smaller subsets. The final result is a tree with decision nodes and leaf nodes. Leaf node represents a classification or decision.
The root node is the best predicator of the tree which is at top. Decision Tree models can be converted to IF-THEN rules. It is
been easily understood because of the reasoning process.

Fig 2.1 Example of Decision Tree
III.

METHODOLOGY

The research framework for this project consists of two main phases which are Description and Pre-processing and then the
implementation of it.
Description and Pre-processingThis study is taking into consideration diabetes affecting the pregnant women from Pima Indian Diabetes Dataset [3]. The main
aim of the study is to predict whether the patient is diabetic or not. The data mining classification is been applied to Diabetes
Dataset.
1.1 Dataset Description
No. of Attributes
9

No. of Instances
768

The dataset describes attributes which takes record of women as input who has diabetes. Certain factors affecting the diabetes
are mentioned here.
1.2 Attributes Description
Attributes
a. Number of times pregnant
b. Plasma Glucose Concentration
c. Diastolic Blood Pressure
d. Skin Fold Thickness
© 2019, IJCSE All Rights Reserved
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Preg
Plas
Pres
Skin
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Insulin
BMI
Diabetes Pedigree Function
Age(years)
Class Variable(0 or 1)
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Insu
Mass
Pedi
Age
Class

Record of female patients is taken into consideration in this dataset. All values are numeric in nature. Pregnancy tells the count
of pregnancy in women.
The 'tight diabetes control' is been maintained by people with diabetes. Glucose quantity is actually very small in blood and
body fluids.
The diastolic Blood pressure, is in the arteries when the heart rests between beats. Blood pressure which is lower than 80 is
normal.
The tester pulls the fold of skin away from the underlying muscle and pinches the skin at the location site so only the skin and
fat tissue are being held. Skinfold thickness is been measured by Special skinfold callipers.
Insulin is released from the pancreatic beta cells when carbohydrates are ingested, and, to a lesser degree, protein. It is the
primary hormone that responds to what we eat. Insulin is also secreted when the stomach stretches, regardless of food type.
Insulin signals for the storage of sugars
BMI(Body Mass Index) is been calculated by measuring height and weight of a person.

Diabetes Pedigree Function (pedi) provides some data on diabetes mellitus history in relatives and the genetic relationship of
those relatives to the patient.
Implementation—
Dataset is in the CSV format. Such format is generally used for analysis and calculations, as the data is available in the
sequence. ID3 algorithm is been used which is used as its attribute selection measure. The attribute with the highest
information gain is chosen as splitting attribute for any node. It uses Entropy and Information Gain to construct Decision Tree.
Firstly the pre-processing is done where the data is in the CSV(Comma Separated Value) format. Then it goes to the Decision
Tree Algorithm. The calculations are been done on the attributes by applying certain methods and using ID3 algorithm of the
data mining. The result tells us the prediction of dataset and classify women into diabetic and non-diabetic as described in Fig
3.1
It can act as a powerful tool in the healthcare industry to determine the percentage of such disease and patients can take care of
themselves prior so that non can go out of control.

Fig. 3.1 Flowchart of the entire process
Entropy
H(S) is the measure of uncertainty in the dataset S.
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∑
Where,
S = current dataset where entropy is calculated.
X= set of classes in S
P(x) = proportion of number of elements in class X to the number of elements in set S.
Information GainWhen the dataset is split on an attribute the Information Gain is calculated based on entropy.

IV.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION

Decision tree algorithm is used for generating the result. The sample dataset is been taken into consideration and with the help
of python language as backend, final result is been calculated by applying function related to decision tree. All the attributes
are taken into account and final result is been displayed by the bar chart. Here, one can easily discriminate between the
patients. This technique is much more useful in the health industries for prediction. With this ratio we come to know about the
severity of the disease and what care should be taken in near future. Accuracy is been measured by considering all the instances
used in the diabetes dataset. The result describes that the risk is less as diabetes detected in patients are less and those not
having it are more. It also tells it can be eradicated by taking proper care and going through certain useful healthy measures.
The performance depends upon people suffered from diabetes or not. It predict that by using data mining as the root one can
reduce the risk in near future.

Fig 4.1 Bar graph showing diabetes detection
V.

CONCLUSION

Data mining techniques brings out the Hidden patterns which are been extracted from various type of data. This study is
different from others as it mainly focuses on dataset of pregnant women. Decision Tree algorithm produces accurate result and
end up with the conclusion of prediction. Diagnosis of such disease should be done early so as to deny the further problems
which may occur in near future. In generation of this research work, details of the disease and its types are also understood in a
better way. Further, in future work may increase by including complex classification models of data mining and predicting
everything at an early stage so that there will be certain amount of reduction in the number of diabetic patients all over the
world.
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Abstract— Effective cultivation is a capital-intensive and hi-tech system of growing food cleanly and sustainable for the masses. This research is on
Internet of Things(IoT), Artificial Intelligence (AI), Robotic Process Automation(RPA) based technologies that provides a system that is built for
monitoring the crop field with the help of sensors (light, humidity, temperature, soil moisture etc.) and automating the irrigation system. The
farmers can monitor the field conditions remotely. The system overcomes limitations of traditional agriculture procedures by using some IoT
technologies and utilizing water resource efficiently. The world around is getting automated replacing manual process from sensing to automating
the flow of cultivation. Controlling all of these operations will be through raspberry pi, the operations will be performed by interfacing sensors,
breadboard, internet connectivity, jumper wires, HDMI cable and memory card. The highlighting feature of this project includes monitoring of
field to perform task like moisture, temperature, humidity and water level based on these factors water supply and prediction will be carried out.
Keywords— Effective cultivation, IoT technologies and utilizing water resource efficiently, AI Based Automation of watering, automation of
irrigation system

I. INTRODUCTION
Agriculture is one of the rare industries where the technology has not been accepted in the large scale, one of the reasons behind that is the
economic condition of most of the farmers in India or any developing country [5]. Due to overpopulation and urbanization there is an impact
on climate which can affect the plant growth. Now to overcome this situation we can increase crop productivity by utilizing resources
efficiently by control- ling climate and detecting it with IoT sensors [5] The Internet of Things (IoT) is the combination of internet
connectivity into physical devices and everyday objects. IoT is a combination of electronic and information technologies [4]. Agriculture is
the art and business of cultivating and producing crops. It is the need for human life for their living. It also affects the growth of our
country’s economy. Growth in agriculture sector can directly affect the growth of our country economy. Farmers also suffer due to lack of
irrigation facilities. Moreover, seed can be replaced by ordinary varieties of seed to better varieties if there is an assured supply of water. To
irrigate the whole areas under cultivation, total water potential in the country is more than adequate. Farmers need agricultural related information and pertinent knowledge to take proper decisions at the right time. There is a sudden climate change which affects certain factors
like humidity, temperature, moisture level. In some areas, farmers still use the old traditional method which is affecting the growth and yield
of crops. But in case of automation human work is reduced and replaced by machines which results in better yield.
The collected data is then monitored which contains data related to different environment factors. The whole process was a manual one in
which farmers used to predict which crop they should grow without having any knowledge about the nutrients present in the soil, the
fertilizers needed to improve the quality of crop, weather forecasting, water prediction. The wastage of available resources has to be
decreased, there comes the concept of precision agriculture [6]. Traditional irrigation process has a typical time based watering practice in
which farmer used to irrigate the crop after certain amount of time. But problem with this approach is that sometimes that crop doesn’t need
water so early so ultimately that leads to wastage of water and sometimes crops needs water a bit early[6] which can affect the growth of the
plant.
This paper presents an IoT control platform for precision farming with Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, and Robotic Process
Automation module. This technology helps us in predicting, detecting and monitoring the output which we get in the form of results on
which we can do some predictions for productive and effective output. In most of the areas, the concept of smart farming has already been
started and in use which is helping out a lot of farmers and is been categorized as effective way of farming. Farmers have already started
deploying certain techniques and technologies in order to improve the efficiency of their day to day work. For example: sensors placed in
field allow farmers to obtain values or readings regarding the moisture content in the soil, humidity and temperature in the weather. Also,
there are some technologies which are helping farmers to remotely monitor their crops, livestock as well as obtain stats on their livestock.
The idea of clubbing IoT and RPA together making the process automated and reducing the manual intervention.
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II. HARDWARE USED
A. Soil Moisture Sensor
This is a digital soil moisture sensor. It is easy to use. It can measure moisture or water level content in it. It gives a digital output
according to the moisture level in the soil. The sensor has a potentiometer to set the desired moisture threshold. The digital output can be
connected to a Pi to sense the moisture level. The sensor also outputs an analog output which can be connected to the ADC of a micro
controller to get the exact moisture level in the soil. This sensor is great for making water gardening projects, water sensing in the soil etc.




Specifications::
o Dual output mode, analog output more accurate A fixed bolt hole for easy installation
o With power indicator (red) and digital switching output indicator (green)
o Having LM393 comparator chip, stable
o Panel PCB Dimension: Approx.3cm x 1.5cm
o Soil Probe Dimension: Approx. 6cm x 3cm
o Cable Length: Approx.21cm
o VCC: 3.3V-5V
o GND: GND
o DO: Digital output interface(0 and 1)
o AO: Analog output interface
Connections ::
o VCC: connect to 3.3V-5V
o GND : connect to GND pin
o DO : Digital value output connector(0 or 1)
o AO : Analog value output connector

B. Humidity and Temperature
The DHT22 is effective low-cost digital temperature and humidity sensor. It uses a thermistor and capacitive humidity sensor to measure
the surrounding air, and spits out a digital signal on the data pin (no analog input pins needed). Connections are simple, the first pin on the
left to 3-5V power, the second pin to your data input pin and the right most pin to ground.

Fig 1. Humidity and Temperature Sensor DHT22


Connections ::
o Power: 3-5V
o Max Current: 2.5mA
o Humidity: 0-100%, 2-5% accuracy
o Temperature: -40 to 80◦C, ±0.5◦C accuracy.

C. Ultrasonic Sensor
Ultrasonic sensors work on a principle similar to radar or sonar which evaluates attribute of a target by interpreting the echoes from
radio or sound waves respectively. Ultrasonic sensors generate high frequency sound waves and the echo is generated which is received
back by the sensor. Sensors calculate the distance to an object by time interval between sending the signal and receiving the echo.

Fig. 2. Ultrasonic Sensor
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Connections ::
o Vcc: 3-5V
o Trig:Connect to one of the pins on board
o Echo:Connect to one of the pins on board
o GND: Gnd

D. Raspberry pi 3 b+
The Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ is the latest product in the Raspberry Pi 3 range.
 Broadcom BCM2837B0,
 Cortex-A53 (ARMv8) 64-bit SoC @ 1.4GHz
 1 GB LPDDR2 RAM
 2.4GHz and 5GHz IEEE 802.11.b/g/n/ac wireless LAN, Bluetooth 4.2, BLE
 Gigabit Ethernet over USB 2.0 (maximum throughput 300 M bps)
 Extended 40-pin GPIO header Full-size HDMI
 4 USB 2.0 ports and Camera port for connecting a Raspberry Pi camera
 display port for connecting a Raspberry Pi touchscreen display
 4-pole stereo output and composite video port
 Micro SD port for loading your operating system and storing data
 5V/2.5A DC power input
 Power-over-Ethernet (PoE) support

Fig. 3. Raspberry Pi 3Model
III. SOFTWARE USED
A. Raspbian Operating System
Raspbian operating system is the free and open source operating system which Debian based and optimized for Raspberry Pi. It also
provides the basic set of programs and utilities for operating Raspberry Pi. It comes with around 35,000 packages which are pre-compiled
software that are bundled in a nice format for hustle free installation on Raspberry Pi.It has good community of developers which runs the
discussion forms and provides solutions to many relevant problems. However, Raspbian OS is still under consistent development with a
main focus on improving the performance and the stability of as many Debian packages as possible.
IV. ARCHITECTURE OF THE PROJECT

Fig. 4. Architecture
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The flow of the entire process is as follows:
 STEP-1:
o The farmer would decide based on soil sample which crop should be grown.
o The sensors are placed in soil, which would make the necessary soil checks.
o We perform some tests on farm with the help of sensors and detect factors like humidity, temperature, soil moisture,
sunlight, water level and then particular actions are taken accordingly.






STEP-2:
o All the sensors are connected to raspberrypi3b+
o Data is passed continuously through sensors to raspberry pi and store into raspberry postgresql staging database which is
installed in raspberry pi.
o RPA pulls data from raspberry pi and stores it in database.
STEP-3
o

With the help of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning model we are trying to automate the process.

o

For checking the water level, RPA gets triggered here it checks the database for how much amount of water is required
for the farm and how much water is present in the tank with the help of sensors.

o

RPA calls API to provide data from database to AI/ML model

o

AI checks the condition and moisture level and sends the desired amount of water required to the farm.

STEP-4:
o RPA checks the water level in the tank and it triggers the water motor and efficient amount of water is supplied in the
farm with the help of pipes till the moisture level of soil present in the farm reaches at the desired point.
o Model will also predict the water quantity required for future based on past history.
o Regular checks and readings are been carried out at specified intervals

V. TEST AND RESULTS

Fig. 5. Connected Hardware
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

This section presents results of running system. Raspberry Pi is a microprocessor which is connected to all the sensors.
Users can log in to the system and run the code and store the output in database in particular tables.
Water can be used to increase humidity and decrease temperature at the same time as we can see a fluctuation of both values.
In Future Research, we can do some soil test where we can predict crop production based on soil which can help farmers in
predicting which soil is better for which crop.
Before cultivation, testing the soil is very important phase to know the quality of soil. Different crops have different requirements
accordingly after carrying out test we can predict which crop is suitable for which soil type.
Automating this process will save time and will improve the productivity of crop.
There are some plants which need a controlled environ- ment which is done in greenhouse, this system uses fans or blowers for
controlling temperature and humidity.
Checking the macro and micro nutrients in the soil is very important before cultivating any crop.
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Fig. 6. Result

VI. CONCLUSIONS
The Effective Cultivation research is a part of helping the farmers and increasing their knowledge based on cultivation. There are various
stages on which these sensors are helping out to conclude on a decision. As there is a sudden climate change which can affect the growth of
crop in such situation, technologies help a lot in taking a proper decision. Due to shortage of water, there are lot of places where crop is not
able to receive a right amount of water. In such situation, water can be stored by predicting the quantity of water required in next cycle.
In this Cultivation IoT Sensors will check the soil and crop condition and will send the data to the Machine Learning Model wherein
Machine Learning Model will take in the inputs from the sensors and provide options to the farmers whether to put on the pumping system
or not. If farmer says yes the automated pumping and irrigation system will provide automatic required amount of watering to the fields.
This will help farmer by providing right amount of water at the right time even in the absence of the farmer. The farmer would be
notified about the current readings of the climate and field including the whether or not to provide water to the fields. This would also lead
to increase in the productivity.
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Abstract: With the rapid growth of Social media platform, its significance and usage has also grown so far. Social
Media platforms such as Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, etc. are powerful communication and information sharing tools
which are used by many people resulting in production of heaps and heaps of random data. With such a rapid growth
of data each day, IT communities have always adapted new ways to absorb this random data, finding patterns to
provide better communication features within the social media. The technology behind finding patterns among these
random data is Data Mining and Text Mining is one of the branches implemented in these social media platforms
improving quality of usage of these platforms making them play a prominent role in an average person’s life. One such
data mining technique is Hashtag. Hashtag is a social media term used on various social media platforms with posts by
the users themselves. It is used with the (#) sign following by keywords with no spaces, e.g. #helloworld. Moreover,
Hashtag is a data collecting tool which is analyzed to create AI models, Neuron network models and various other data
mining techniques which is further applied in different fields as a powerful business tool for different organizations,
institutions and social media platforms. In this paper, we are briefly discussing about origin of hashtag, its growth
throughout the years, its usage over different social media platforms and its applications as data mining models and in
real life
Keywords — Data mining, hashtag, role of hashtag, social media, text mining techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION
As said by Danah M. Boyd and Nicole B. Allison [1], Social
media is a place, community or a platform where people can
interact, share their opinions, photos, emotions, experience
and debate on any topic with their social contacts and also
increase their social contacts. Data Mining has been in
existence even before the Social Media has walked into an
average person‘s life. For some time, Data mining was used
to find various hidden patterns among the random data until
it made a breakthrough of generating the heaps of data
already in a pattern. Although it was a random idea to
implement data clustering using a defined symbol followed
by keywords. It gave birth to whole new ways of patterning
data before generating them.
Hashtag is a metadata tag used preceded by pound (#) sign
on social media platforms such as twitter, Instagram,
YouTube, Pinterest, etc. The general idea behind
introduction of hashtag was to allow users to apply
dynamic, user-generated tagging which allows users to
easily identify posts related to the respective terms. Hashtag is generated by the user using the (#) sign followed by
terms or words specified by the user. The styling of hashtag
includes hash (#) sign followed by words with no spaces
and numeric, e.g., #helloworld, #writingapaper. It should be
noted that these terms are not case-sensitive and cannot be
165 | IJREAMV05I0351098

started with numeric, e.g., #123donotuseit, whereas numeric
can be followed by characters, e.g., #canuse123. The
keywords could be of any language, capitalized, mixed,
lowercase or uppercase. Hash-tag grouping came into
existence by a tweet made by Chris Messina on twitter
suggesting the idea of using hash-sign(pound - sign) as easy
tagging of posts in order to form a thread of conversation on
twitter termed as ―group chat‖. Below figure 1.1, is the
image of first tweet about usage of hashtag referred by [15].

Figure I-1 First tweet about hashtag
This feature of hashtag of allowing users to create their own
unique hashtags has fascinated users so much that the usage
of hashtags spread like a wildfire and every corporation or
social media platform was forced to put a set of rules such
as hashtags for a single post should be less than or equal to
thirty(30) in number. It also has the ability to grab attention
among the users almost immediately and spreading the
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information as quickly as possible making users aware or
participate from almost anywhere in the world and also
voice their opinion related to the information or the issue or
an event. Usage became so common that it made others
companies or social media platforms to adapt them as soon
as possible. The usage of Hashtags has influenced various
social issues and areas such as Political events,
entertainment, corporal marketing or digital marketing, a
social cause, communication among other social contacts.
The role of hashtag can be defined in three ways, the first is
its application in data mining methods as it serves as data
collector for the models. The next role of hashtag is its
application in real life across various social media platforms
to gain attention by different organizations using the
different models generated by collection of data using
hashtag. The third important role is its existence on social
media platforms benefitting them to both gain attention and
generate patterned data.

within and out of the country happened to realize the usage
of Hashtag and started tweeting about the elections in both
English and Persian language in order to protest against
presidential election results. This event provided the
required limelight on usage of hashtag and people started
using it as writing style for posting tweets.

III. DATA MINING APPLICATIONS OF HASHTAG
Text mining is a branch of data mining which is used to
discover knowledge or patterns for better or further use. The
text mining process undergoes various stages that is,
collection of data, then preparing the data in order to
analyse further, then applying clustering and classification
methods to analyse text, forming a model which defines a
pattern resulting in final stage that is knowledge discovery.
Following figure 3.1, depicts the various stages of text
mining.

II. HISTORY
Twitter is an American social media service created by
Jack Dorsey, Noah Glass, Biz Stones and Evan Williams in
March 2006. It allows its registered users to share photos
and videos and post or send messages limited to 140
characters following the Short Message Service format,
which was recently doubled to 280 characters known as
―tweets‖. It gained popularity very rapidly and now there
are more than 100 million registered users and
approximately 340 million tweets are posted every day.
In August 2007, Chris Messina officially introduced the
world to Hashtag by posting a tweet asking people how they
feel about using pound (#) sign for group conversations.
Following is the proposed syntax for the usage of #tag by
Messina. Below figure 2.1 represents initial introduction of
syntax for the usage of Hashtag on twitter by Chris Messina
referred from [14].

Figure II-1 Syntax introduced for Hashtag
Messina stated that the idea was influenced by Similar
social websites such as Jaiku created by Jyri Engestrom
which was influenced by Jarkko Oikarinen‘s IRC. The
usage of hash was simple as they used the sign to name or
create channels for group communications followed by a
word.
There was a slow start for the usage of hashtags in the
beginning but eventually it gained popularity due to a
political event in Iran. During the elections 2009-10, people
166 | IJREAMV05I0351098

Figure III-1 Text Mining Process
As discussed above that Hashtag is a data collecting tool in
a patterned manner it is evident it has been influencing
many works for a long time. Following are related works of
hashtag explained:
 Boyd, danah; Ellison, Nicole (2008). [1] explained
the origin of Social network Sites and proposing a
definition, ―We define social network sites as webbased services that allow individuals to (1)
construct a public or semi-public profile within a
bounded system, (2) articulate a list of other users
with whom they share a connection, and (3) view
and traverse their list of connections and those
made by others within the system. The nature and
nomenclature of these connections may vary from
site to site.‖
 Bidisha Samanta, Abir De, Abhijnan Chakraborty,
Niloy Ganguly [2] proposed Large Margin Point
Process (LMPP), a probabilistic framework for
Hashtag propagation integrating two main factors:
hashtag-tweet influence and hashtag-hashtag
competitions. The proposed model can also
accurately predict the relative rankings of
competing hashtags providing valuable data for
further analysis.
 Jie Liu, Zhicheng He and Yalou Huang [3] devised
an Embedding model, Hashtag2Vec, using
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multiple relations among hashtag-hashtag, hashtagtweet, tweet-word, word-word based on
hierarchical heterogeneous network. It is capable
of embedding hashtags and short social texts as
well.

system architecture diagram of the proposed
application.

 Ramzan Talib, Muhammad Kashif Hanif, Shaeela
Ayesha, and Fakeeha Fatima [4] discussed and
analysed different text mining techniques, their
applications in real life and also their adverse
effects.
 Muhammad Asif, Malik Muhammad Saad, Nadeem
Akhtar, Hina Asmat, Mujtaba Husnain,
Muhammad Asghar [5] performed experiments in
order to find out that do hashtags represent the
content of the tweet they are used to summarize
for? They followed four steps process of data
collecting , segregating the compound hashtags ,
applying different methods to the data like
Adaptive Extended Lesk method, Hirst & St-onge,
Lin, Wu & Palmer, Path Length, Resnik, leacock
& chodorow, gloss vectors (pair-wise) ,gloss
vectors (vectors), jiang & conrath and finally
normalizing all the obtained results in order to
compare.
 Jianjun YU, Tongyu ZHU [6] introduced the
hashtag recommender system using three features
of user interest that is, hashtag textual information,
user behaviour and time. The introduced models
are a linear combined model and an enhanced
session-based temporal graph model.
 Van den Berg, J.A., 2014 [7] briefed about
existence and origin of hashtag based on social
media platform twitter and continued to brief
various hashtag led events and their effects.
 Jun Ma , Chong Feng, Ge Shi, Xuewen Shi, Heyang
Huang [8] proposed long short-term memory based
model to recommend reliable hashtags to the user.
It uses temporal enhanced selective sentence-level
attention to reduce the influence of wrong labelled
microblogs to the classifier. Experimental results
using a dataset of 1.7 million microblogs collected
from SINA Weibo microblogs demonstrated that
the proposed method could achieve significantly
better performance than the state-of-the-art
methods.
 Kavinga Yapa Abeywardana, Ginige A.R., Herath
N., Somarathne H.P., Thennakoon T.M.N.S [9]
proposed an application for hashtag generation and
content authenticator by analysing text and image
using prediction models to classify and filter the
hashtags for the user. Following figure 3.2, is the
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Figure III-2 System Architecture Structure

IV. REAL LIFE APPLICATIONS OF HASHTAG
As said before, with the increasing use of hashtag as style
of posting on various social media platforms it has greatly
impacted or also can be said to have changed the usage of
social media in present days. Following are some of the
factors that point the impact caused by this Meta tagging
tool.
A. Politics
In Politics, There has been various instances in history
where social media has greatly impacted politics. For
instance in 2008, former U.S. president, Mr. Barack
Obama tactfully utilized corporation of hashtags in twitter
as most congressmen were users of twitter compared to
his rival party. He carefully used the potential of social
media by advertising his visions, thoughts for people of
America and his past achievements throughout his work
history which made people aware of his capability
resulting in him winning the elections.
Another such instance is a recent political event in Indian
Lok Sabha elections 2019 where a snide comment made
by opposing party on current ruling party, resulted in a
controversial hashtag, #meinbhichowkidar increased the
attention towards ruling party winning them the elections
with a clean sweep. The point to be noted here is that this
came as an adverse effect on the public image of opposing
party and a small political remark determined the results
of Indian Lok Sabha elections 2019.
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B. Business Tool
With the gaining popularity of social media, now there are
many companies that are run using social media. Hence,
hashtag plays a key role in branding of these companies.
Usage of hashtags expands one‘s content reach, gradually
increases the target audience, gathers attention required to
the company‘s content and also improves the SEO. The
usage of hashtags are based upon three factors that are
Brand and Campaign specific, Trending and Content. In the
first kind, Companies are required to use hashtags that
represent their motto or as said their tagline. For example,
KitKat using #takeabreak, Coca Cola using #shareacoke,
KFC using #NationalFriedChickenDay are the examples for
a successful marketing strategies who engaged their
audiences into their marketing of brands. On the other side,
the greatest disadvantage of social media is its
unpredictable nature and chaining action, one great example
for an unsuccessful marketing is about McDonalds, the
multinational food chain company initiated a hashtag as a
part of marketing, #McDstories. Although, the motive
behind this hashtag was a general idea of people sharing
their best memories in McDonald‘s stores backfired very
spectacularly when people started posting about their bad
experiences in McDonald‘s franchise. This grabbed a great
deal of attention to the company which was negative
resulting in a considering amount of loss.
Everyone is now aware that the core nature of social media
is very differing due to its prime feature of spreading the
word with lightning speed a new term has been introduced
to define the popularity one gains with a single post that is,
―Trending‖ or ―Viral‖. These terms are referred to the posts
that have gained maximum amount of attention in the least
amount of time. The usage of hashtags has become frequent
that one google search as top trending hashtags and can get
lists in results that are updated on a daily basis. Now,
Content-driven hashtags are not trending or popular ones
but are commonly used terms that are relatable to most
people. Content driven hashtags can be generally referred to
different products such as #Latte, lifestyle driven like
#mondayblues or event based like #donateblood or location
based such as #manali or #londonbridge.
C. Social Campaigns
Social media has played a very important role in providing
more than the required attention to the campaigns be it in
any given field such as in health awareness there has been
various campaigns about HIV / AIDS, cancers, Diabetes,
Migraines, Vaccinations, self-care, diets and many more. In
Entertainment field, there has been #metoo campaign that
has run for a long time in Indian entertainment industry
where women shared their disturbing experiences while
pursuing their career or in their career span. Many famous
celebrities were accused of harassing the women working
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under them which brewed a great deal of controversy
throughout the nation. Originated from the Hollywood, the
first tweet was posted by an American actress Alyssa
Milano shared her story of being harassed on camera for a
rape scene for a movie by the director Harvey Weinstein in
October 2017. This tweet went viral so quickly by people
responding by sharing their stories, not only women but also
men who suffered sexual harassment or assault in their
lives. It is estimated that #metoo was used more than 19
million times on twitter itself. One can guess its usage on
other platforms. One of the many reasons for the popularity
of this disruptive campaign is that it affected people
psychologically, positive for the victims who shared their
stories, mentally relieved them from the burdens they
carried for so long and negative to those who were accused
of harassment or assault by the victims in their stories
causing them lose their social dignity in the society.
In Data Mining, hashtag became a data collecting tool
upgrading works like natural language processing,
sentimental analysis, prediction models, AI models, hazard
management
models,
micro
blogging
websites,
recommender systems, and etcetera.
As observed above, hashtag has been in existence for more
than a decade now and it has continuously revolutionizing
the IT industry and a common person‘s daily life. There
have been many instances where it was removed by social
media websites but its psychological effect on people‘s
mind kept it in existence .It can be seen that the growth of
hashtag is growing with the social media. And it will
continue to help grow and better the data mining techniques
or works.

V. USAGE OF HASHTAG
MEDIA WEBSITES

ON

VARIOUS SOCIAL

As twitter was rapidly gaining popularity because of this
new writing style of posting. This lead the rival social media
services to adapt this Meta tag technique into their
algorithms. As stated in Wikipedia [13], In January 2011,
Instagram introduced its users to hashtags helping them to
discover photos, videos, posts and their social contacts. It
encouraged its users to make both specific and relevant tags
in order to make their posts stand out. In June 2013,
Facebook adapted Hashtag in to their algorithm in order to
provide similar features in their social service. Which lead
YouTube to adapt hashtag in February 2016 in order to
allow users to find related videos online. Then again in
September 2017, Pinterest introduced hashtag on their
website in order to provide the similar features to their
users.
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stated that “ The popularity of hashtag lies within its
functional usage and the functionality of this symbol is
found in the common practice of sorting and selecting
thematically related information from a torrent of messages
within the context of social media platforms”. We hope that
the developments brought by Hashtag in data mining
industry and people‘s lives continue to grow leading to
better future of IT.
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Abstract— The focus of the paper is to recommend crops to farmers based on their geographical location, soil and weather
conditions. India is a country where agriculture employs a significant amount of the country’s population. Regardless of that
agriculture contributes only about 15-17% of the country’s total Gross Domestic Product. Also the suicide rates of farmers are
increasing in India due to lack of information or less produce or no produce. Some reasons for this are growing crops that are
incompatible with the type of soil, the weather conditions or the water content. Another reason is the inexperience of novice
farmers in the field of agriculture. One solution to solve this dwindling produce is to use a crop recommendation system that
recommends crops to farmers using filtering techniques like collaborative filtering and content-based filtering and machine
learning algorithms. By doing this the farmers would be recommended crops that would maximize their crop yield and grow
healthier crops.
Keywords— Farming, Agriculture, Machine Learning, Recommendation System, Filtering Techniques.
I.

INTRODUCTION

In the age of computers, internet is one of the most
innovative improvements in our society. However, with all
its advantages it also has its weaknesses. There is a lot of raw
data available on the Internet without any citations or proof
which can be dangerous. Getting relevant information from
the internet is one of the biggest challenges in the usage of
internet. People enter keywords relevant to their query and
get information on search engines. This information may
satisfy some users and leave others dissatisfied. So this
makes the search quite unreliable. People need cited data
from relevant sources [1].
In the domain of agriculture, we need a sophisticated
mechanism to recommend crops to the user based on their
surroundings. For this we propose a framework for
recommending crops based on several characteristics
including soil type, weather, etc. which would help for better
crop produce. Agriculture is a very important sector in India
and while the experienced farmers have a good grip on their
methods, people new to agriculture need some help. So we
design a framework which will use the knowledge of
experienced farmers to drive the system and recommend
crops. By using machine learning we can train the system to
recommend crops based on farmers’ data. As time goes on
the system will learn from enough data examples and peer
reviews to recommend precise crops to novice as well as
experienced farmers.
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By definition, Machine learning has evolved from studying
pattern recognition and computational learning theory in
artificial intelligence and is a branch of computer science. It
is about learning and building algorithms that can learn from
and make predictions on data sets.
Machine Learning can be used:
1. When there is no human interaction e.g. navigating
space.
2. When humans are not able to explain their
expertise. e. g. speech recognition.
3. When solution changes with time e.g. temperature
control [2].
Machine learning is also heavily used in recommendation
systems. Recommendation Systems are software tools and
techniques that provide suggestions for items to be of use to
a user [3].
Recommended systems can be broadly classified into three
types- collaborative filtering, content-based filtering and
hybrid filtering [4].
Hybrid filtering:
Hybrid filtering combines the advantages of both
collaborative and content based filtering and can avoid their
individual limitations. There are different possible ways of
combining collaborative and content based filtering methods
into a hybrid system. We can implement Collaborative and
Content-based filtering separately and then combine their
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results or we can use some properties of content-based
filtering in collaborative filtering or vice versa or combine
both [4].
Collaborative Filtering:
Collaborative Filtering depends on the human psychology of
an individual approaching their loved ones for
recommendations about something they need, so it helps
them to settle on a choice. Collaborative systems can be
further classified as: Model-based and memory-based. The
memory-based methodology utilizes user rating information
to process the likeness between users or items. Memorybased approach makes use of the user database completely
for predictions. Statistical methods are used by the system to
find the like-minded set of users or neighbours who share
similar interests with the active user. The implementation can
either be user-user or item-item based. In user-user
interaction we are interested in the similarity between two
items. Conversely, in user-user approach the focus is on the
similarity between two users’ behaviour. In this model-based
methodology, different machine learning algorithms are used
to predict users’ rating of unrated items. This approach uses
the user database to learn a model which is in turn used for
making predictions. When designing a model that is capable
of making predictions to a user the strength of both data
mining and machine learning algorithms are collectively
used [4].
Content-based filtering:
In case of content-based filtering, the system learns to
recommend items that are similar to the ones that the user
had liked in the past. The likeness of the items is calculated
based on the features associated with the compared items.
For example, in case of an agriculture recommendation
system if a farmer (user) rates a crop good for that particular
soil type other farmers would be recommended that crop for
similar soil types [5].
In this paper, Section I explains why recommendation system
could help the farmers to increase their productivity and also
explains the different types of filtering techniques that can be
employed in the recommendation system. Section II gives
information about the related and the pivotal work that has
been done in agriculture for improving the crop yield.
Section III describes the methodology about how the
recommendation system can be built to recommend a crop to
a farmer suitable for their land based on land and weather
conditions. Section IV gives the conclusion that the system is
capable of recommending crop based on information
provided by farmers as well as learning based on peer
reviews.
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II.

RELATED WORK

Some research has gone down in agricultural area to improve
the crop yield. Many factors like soil, climate, etc are taken
into account.
J. Lacasta proposed an ontology based system for identifying
pests and recommending treatments based on these pests.
This model describes the interaction between the crops, pests
and treatments [6].
Ontology and Geographic Information Systems (GIS) can be
combined to get fruitful recommendations for farmers. The
paper proposes using spatial data as well as agricultural
databases to get recommendations [7].
Also, a semantic and rule based event-driven ServicesOriented Architecture is used to integrate and distributed and
heterogeneous web hosted AIS services to deliver
personalized recommendation driven by real-time events and
user preferences [8].
Many studies focus on a small area of land and also they
assume that the land characteristics wouldn’t change over the
entire land area. This limits the precision of recommending
crops or pesticides or fertilizers as homogeneity is assumed
over the entire land. P. Jankowski proposed non-spatial
conventional Multi-criteria Decision making (MCDM)
techniques that averages or totals the impacts and then is
considered for the whole land mass [9].
But these methods are still not completely precise.
S.
Pudumalar
proposes
a
precision
agriculture
recommendation system that uses data mining and also takes
into account the soil types and characteristics [10].
Big data is also used for recommendation system. Some
studies have also been done in this area where algorithms
like SVD are used that is implemented on Apache Hadoop
and Spark [11].
Another method goes into machine learning and using Naïve
Bayes for recommendation [12].
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III.

Figure 1.
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METHODOLOGY

Architecture of Recommendation System

Algorithm for crop recommendation:

i. The type of soil.

1. Start

ii. The irrigation technology.

2. Get user location.

iii. The soil pH level.

3. Ask user to enter details like soil type, pH, irrigation
technology, land size, previous experience and water level.

iv. Land size.
v. Previous experience

4. Train the model on available dataset and new user
acquired data.
5. Use collaborative and content-based filtering techniques
(hybrid) for user-user and user-item recommendations.

7. Display the recommendation results.
8. Update the model.
9. Stop

6. Recommend the crop based on-
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Content-based filtering also referred to as cognitive filtering,
recommends items based on a comparison between the
content of the items and a user profile. Content-based
filtering also referred to as cognitive filtering, recommends
items based on a comparison between the content of the
items and a user profile. Collaborative recommendation
systems recommend items that are useful to the users based
on other peoples' rating. So basically they use
recommendations of other users. These systems work on the
principle that if they liked the items in the past, then they
would like similar items in the future [13].
In our proposed system we combine the advantages of
collaborative and content-based systems to recommend crops
based on historic regional data as well as improving the
system based on farmers’ rating of the suggestions. Here we
will look at the similarity between the parameters with the
historic data and the soil data. So this will be our
collaborative module. On the other hand, the content-based
module will be used for weather predictions.
So by combining these two modules we get our hybrid model
which will recommend crops based on the soil
characteristics, historic data and user interaction data. Given
a region, the system should be able to recommend crops that
would maximize the yield. And based on the ratings by the
users the model would be refined to recommend precise
crops thus leading to a precise agriculture recommender
system.
The preprocessing module will also include information
extraction and will convert the unstructured data into
structured data.
The most profitable crop will be recommended to the
farmers’ based on their soil type, weather and other
conditions.
Using Random Forest algorithm we can recommend the
crops for farmers’ based on their region and their soil types.
And we can use the Apriori and K-nearest algorithm for
recommending crops or even fertilizers to users based on
what other users have purchased.
IV.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The proposed model induces rules –
If soil type is loam
And weather is sunny
And water level is 15 inches
And pH is alkaline
Then Wheat
These rules are learned by the system to recommend crops.
And if the user rates this recommendation by the system high
then that crop is recommended to people with that soil type
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around the area. This way the system learns from peer ratings
and also the fed data.
V.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

Agriculture is the most important sector in India and is the
source of livelihood for many people. By using a
recommender system for agriculture, the famers’ would be
able to maximize their crop yield. This can reduce the gap
between the novice and experienced farmers as well as the
agricultural experts. In coming years, agriculture will be
revolutionized with the help of data mining and machine
learning as agriculture is still mostly untouched in this area.
This will help to increase the productivity of land by wasting
less resources and growing crops suitable to an area.
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